
Tel Aviv University 11/11/2011 Benny Applebaum

Introduction to Modern Cryptography (0368.3049.01) – Ex. 1

Submission in pairs on 30/11/11, 4pm

5 bonus points will be given to printed (or exceptionally clear and organized) submissions.

1. (Classical Cryptography) Solve the following substitution cipher. Explain the techniques
you use, and describe all steps of your solution. The ciphertext is also available as a text file
in the course’s homepage. (The original message language is English.)

crypt cwjhv uxajj yoiry jacst ithap yachw wnyou wwojt
cmxyo srycr wmurc scahh acrto gyxvh wjuph tistj otuxy
tcftj vcyyc rswsr ykyhc crtca cwmur ccwzy cxytc yoiac
rxysb ypcpr ysrax ybmss sryzy utjxt cryxc afaoh vtssr
yoaoj wctct hhnjw iiryc ryxac iwmho hanyc ryjtf yrwiy
gyxac wjhvu xajjy othac chyia oyxpw fyacs bhyts yoswk
txcrw murct hapyt josry iyjcw jiwmh ovwmc yhhfy bhyts
yirap ritva wmurc cwuwk xwfry xycrt coyby jostu wwooy
thwji ryxyv wmitj ccwuy ccwst aocry ptcao wjcfm prptx
yiryx ystao thapy cryja cowys jcftc cyxir aprit vvwmu
wstao crypt cswhw jutsa uycsw fyiry xytha pytoo yotst
jylbh tjtca wjwrv wmxys mxycw owcrt cstao crypt cakvw
mwjhv ithnh wjuyj wmurt hapyk yhccr tccra spwmh ojwcz
yoyja yosws rycxa yotjw cryxe mysca wjirt cswxc wkbyw
bhyha gytzw mcryx yajcr tcoax ypcaw jcryp tcsta oitga
juacs xaurc btixw mjoha gystr tccyx tjoaj crtco axypc
awjit gajuc rywcr yxbti hagys tftxp rrtxy gasac yacry
xvwmh anycr yvxyz wcrft o

2. (Perfect Secrecy) Let (E,D) be an encryption scheme with message-space M, key-space
K, and ciphertext space C. Recall that (E,D) is perfectly secret (Shannon) if for every
distribution M on the plaintext, any fixed message m ∈ M and any fixed ciphertext c ∈ C
for which Pr

k
R←K

[c = Ek(M)] > 0, it holds that

Pr[M = m] = Pr
k

R←K
[M = m|Ek(M) = c]. (1)

We also defined perfectly indistinguishable cipher as follows: for every m ̸= m′ ∈M and every
ciphertext c we have that

Pr
k

R←K
[Ek(m) = c] = Pr

k
R←K

[Ek(m
′) = c]. (2)

We will prove that the two definitions are equivalent.
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(a) Show that a perfectly secret cipher is also perfectly indistinguishable.
Hint: Assume that the cipher is not perfectly indistinguishable and thus Eq. 2 is violated
for some m,m′ and c. Define a distribution M which outputs m with probability 1/2
and m′ with probability 1/2 and show that M violates Eq. 1.

(b) Show that a perfectly indistinguishable cipher is also perfectly secret.
Hint: Apply Bayes’ law to bring the right hand side of Eq. 1 to the form Pr[M =
m] · (Prk[Ek(m) = c]/Pr[Ek(M) = c]), then use perfect indistinguishability to argue
that this expression equals to Pr[M = m].

3. (One-Time Pad over Generic Groups) Let S be a group with the binary operation ⊕.
(See Q. 6 for definitions.) Consider the following encryption scheme. The secret key k is a
random element in S. The message space is S and an encryption of a message m ∈ S is
defined as:

Ek(m) = k ⊕m.

(a) Show that when E is used to encrypt a single message, the system is a perfect cipher.
You can use the second definition of perfect secrecy, namely, for every m ̸= m′ ∈ S the
ciphertexts Ek(m) and Ek(m

′) are identically distributed.

(b) Suppose that someone used the same key to encrypt two messages m1 and m2. What
kind of information you can learn on the plaintexts m1 and m2 given the ciphertexts
c1 = Ek(m1) and c2 = E(m2)?

4. (Pseudorandomness and LFSRs) Consider the following LFSR. The initial state consists
of 10 bits (s9, . . . , s0) and the output sequence s0, s1 . . . is determined by the recursion sj =
sj−7 + sj−10mod 2.

(a) Implement the LFSR. Initialize it with some non-zero state and run it. How long is the
period, i.e., how many symbols are generated before the state repeats itself? What is
the maximal period that a 10-bit LFSR can have?

(b) I initialized the LFSR with some secret seed and transmitted the output. You intercepted
part of it as follows:

∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗001∗1001∗∗∗11∗∗100∗∗∗101∗∗∗∗∗111∗∗∗∗∗∗0∗∗110∗∗∗∗1110∗∗∗∗∗11011

Try to recover the original state with minimal computational effort (i.e., don’t use ex-
haustive search). Explain your solution.

(c) Show that every pseudorandom generator G : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n+1 can be “broken”
with sufficiently large time. Specifically, show that there is always an adversary A of
complexity 2n · s, where s is the size of the circuit that computes G such that

Pr
x

R←{0,1}n
[A(G(x)) = 1]− Pr

y
R←{0,1}n+1

[A(y) = 1] ≥ 1/2.

(d) Bonus: You are given a good pseudorandom generator (PRG) G : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n+1.
Can you use G to obtain a new PRG G′ : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n+2? Can you transform a
PRG G : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}2n into a PRG G′ : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n2

?

5. (Euclidean algorithm) Let a and b be two positive integers. We denote by gcd(a, b) the
greatest common divisor of a and b; i.e, d = gcd(a, b) if d is the greatest integer that divides
both a and b. The extended Euclidean algorithm computes the gcd as follows:
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input: a > b > 0

r−1 ← a

r0 ← b

for i = 1, 2, . . . till ri = 0

ri ← ri−2mod ri−1

output ri−1

Let a be your 9-digit id number. Use the extended Euclidean algorithm to compute
gcd(a, 456). Write all the intermediate values of the ri’s. How many steps did yo perform?

6. (Groups) The purpose of this question is to remind you some basic properties of groups. All
the material that is needed in order to solve the following questions is included here.

Recall that a group (S,⊕) is a set S with a binary operation ⊕ defined on S for which the
following properties hold:

• Closure: a⊕ b ∈ S For all a, b ∈ S.

• Identity: There is an element e ∈ S such that e⊕ a = a⊕ e = a for all a ∈ S.

• Associativity: (a⊕ b)⊕ c = a⊕ (b⊕ c) for all a, b, c ∈ S.

• Inverses: For each a ∈ S there exists an unique element b ∈ S such that a⊕b = b⊕a = e.

The order of a group, denoted by |S|, is the number of elements in S. If the order of a
group is a finite number, the group is said to be a finite group. If a group (S,⊕) satisfies the
commutative law a⊕ b = b⊕ a for all a, b ∈ S then it is called an Abelian group.

(a) Prove that the identity element e in the group is unique, and that every element a has
a single inverse..

(b) Let a be an element in a group and let a−1 denote the (unique) inverse of a. Then, for
every natural number k we define:

ak
def
=


⊕k

i=1 a = a⊕ a⊕ . . .⊕ a︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

, if k > 0;

e, if k = 0;⊕k
i=1 a

−1, if k < 0.

Prove that for any integers m,n (not necessarily positive) it holds that:

i. am ⊕ an = am+n.

ii. (am)n = anm.

(c) If (S,⊕) is a group, S′ ⊆ S, and (S′,⊕) is also a group, then (S′,⊕) is called a subgroup
of (S,⊕). Prove that if (S,⊕) is a finite group and S′ is any subset of S such that
a⊕ b ∈ S′ for all a, b ∈ S′, then (S′,⊕) is a subgroup of (S,⊕).

(d) Let a be an element of a finite group (S,⊕), define the set ⟨a⟩ def
= {ak : k ≥ 1}. Prove

that ⟨a⟩ is an Abelian subgroup of S with respect to ⊕. (A group of the above form is
called a cyclic group.)

(e) Let +n denote addition modulo n (e.g., 5 +3 6 = (5 + 6)mod 3 = 2). Let Zn =
{0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1}. Prove that (Zn,+n) is a finite Abelian group for every natural
number n.
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(f) A group S is cyclic if there exists an element g ∈ S that “generates” the group; that
is, S = ⟨g⟩, where ⟨g⟩ is defined as in question 4. (Such an element is referred to as a
generator.)

i. Give an example of a cyclic group.

ii. Give an example of a group that is not cyclic.

In both cases you should prove that the given group is indeed cyclic (resp. non-cyclic).
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